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Sample question 1

For questions 1-10 , complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word 
given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given. Here 
is an example: 

Example: 
0  I spent three hours reading this book.
 TOOK

It ………………………… to read this book.

It ...took me three hours... to read this book.

1  John can’t tolerate his boss any longer. 
  PUT
  John can’t ...................................... any longer.

2  What time will they arrive?
 TURN

  He asks when ...................................... .

3  Susan doesn’t like basketball, her sister doesn’t like it either.
 LIKES

  Neither ...................................... basketball.

4   They were still repairing the car when I came in.
REPAIRED

  The car ...................................... by them when I came in.

5  I regret buying this handbag.
  BOUGHT
  I wish I ...................................... .

6  I thought you were my brother.
 MISTOOK

  I ...................................... . 
7  Can you prepare some tea?
  MIND
  Would you ...................................... ?

8  It was wrong of him to tell lies.
  THE TRUTH
  He should ...................................... .

9  We thought this exhibition would be more interesting.
  AS
  The exhibition wasn’t ...................................... .

10 Kate is too young to drive.
 OLD

  Kate ...................................... to drive.
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Sample question 2

For questions 1-10, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word 
given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including the word given. Here 
is an example: 

 Example: 
0 Liverpool have won the final against Real.
 BEEN
 Real ...................................... in the final.

Real ..have been beaten.... in the final.

1  He is the fastest runner in the world.
AS
No other runner is ...................................... he.

2  Do you agree with capital punishment?
FAVOUR
Are you .................................... capital punishment?

3  In my opinion they’ll soon finish building this scyscraper.
AM
As ............................................... they’ll soon finish building this scyscraper.

4  Pastel colours don’t suit these shoes.
WITH
Pastel colours don’t ............................. these shoes.

5 Life is easier for the rich.
YOU
....................................... the easier your life is.

6 Who is responsible for the delivery?
CHARGE
Who is .................................... the delivery?

7  He expects me to help him whenever he needs it.
TAKES
He ........................................... that I’m always there to help him.

8  It wasn’t necessary to pay in advance.
PAID
We ........................................ in advance.

9  I haven’t been to the opera for ages.
BEEN
It’s .......................................... at the operA

10  My brother smokes too much. I think he should stop smoking for good.
WOULD
I .................................................. stop smoking for good.


